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A

WRITER IN THE. NEW creative work. Such an attempt

York Times .Book Review who
signs himself "J. D. A." makes
th i s interesting . observation
about literature
. in this period:
"For some
time all those
whose business
it is to keep
their fingers on
the pulse of lite r a r y activity
have been aware
that book publishing has been
growing increasingly journalis.tic in characte·r .
More and more
in recent years
the book has
been .invading the field of the
newspaper and the magazine.
That is one of the things that is
the matter with our literature, as
it is c1:lso one of the things that
is the matter with the book busi-

* * *

I THINK THAT AN~O:NE
who reads much and at all
thoughtfully will agree that this
is a sound observation. Of the
making of books there is no end.
The world is literally deluged
with books. And if one eliminates
those which obviously can serve
no purpose other than that of
passing entertainment, which is
well enough in its place, of those
of more solid character which are
left · a large proportion have current value only. The purpose of
their writers seems to be to be up
to date rather than to do really

L.

I

Stimson is now secretary of
by the writer of a book must war in the ,Roosevelt administrafail, even if the reporting of cur- tion.
* * *
rent events were the proper
H. G. WELLS, WITH WHOSE
function of a book. Events move
so rapidly that even the newspa- writings most Americans are
per which is published every day more or less familiar, is in the
cannot keep pace with them, and United States on a lecture tour.
the· book which essays the task Wells is an irreverent person,
of reporting is out of date ·be- fully as irreverent as Shaw.
Whatever his actual feelings may
fore it is published.
be, he professes supreme con* * *
THE WRITER ABOVE QUOT· tempt for the present British
ed expresses the belief that the government, and he proclaims
next decade or so will witness a that fact to the world in no unchange in this attitude, and that certain tones. He did that sort
a greater proportion of literary of thing at home, and he is
work will be of more enduring keeping it up. The British govcharacter. There are books, some ernment knew ~what he had been
of them written generations ago, saying, and what he was likely
which it is a joy to read over to say. It made no effort to supagain. But when one looks ·over press him at home or to impose
the amazing output of the pres- any curb on his utterances
ent time, he finds little that he abroad. He will not be gagged, or
wishes to read again, and there throttled, or punished. Yet there
will be still less that those of a are those who say that the Ger. ·
generation hence will care , to man is as well off under Hitler
read. I hope that the predicted as the Englishman under King
George or Churchill. Imagine any
change will come to pass.
German performing that way and
* TIMES getting away with it!
THE NEW YORK
•
makes a neat retort to th~ state* * *
ment by Chairman Flynn of the
ONE COMMENTATOR COM·
Democratic party that J. P. Mor- pared the speech of John L. Lewgan & Co. would doubtress name is of last week with the Gettysthe next secretary of state if burgh address. I wonder what he
Willkie wins, since "J. P. Morgan could have found alike in them.
& Co. has always named the sec- The Lewis speech was well comretary of state in a Republican posed, and delivered with evanadministration. "This set us gelistic fervor. In its way and for
wondering," says the Times edit- its purpose it was a good speech.
orial, "who was the last secre- But aside from difference in
tary of state in a Republican ad- length, in form, ·manner and senministration. If we are not mis- timent it was about as unlike the
taken his name was Henry L. Gettysburg speech as one thing
Stimson.'' And th~ same Henry can be unlike another.

* *

I LmED THE FORTHRIGHT er well, and in mf contacts with
reply of Secretary of the Navy him I found him open and aboveKnox to the person who asked bpard. He didn't divulge to me all
for information about the send- the secrets that he had under his
ing of several American vessel~ hat, not by any means, but 10
far as I ever discovered, he nevto sea from Key
West under sealer gave me a "wrong steer." If
ed orders. Mr.
I asked him a blunt question
Knox declined to
which he djdn't wish to answer he
give the desired
was quite likely to say, with equal
information, say..
ing: "It isn't
· bluntness, "None of 'y our damned
that I don't
business." In that case I knew
know, but that I
it was useless to question him
can't tell you."
further on that point. The thing
That was simwas settled so far as we were
ple, direct and
concerned.
final. It left no
* * *
basis for conj ecON THE OTHER HAND,
ture. The navy
McKenzie could be communicawas undertaking
tive. If he said that such and such
a certain movethings were going to be done in
Davies
ment the nature
this or that way, I could rely
of which it was not considered absolutely on that statement and
prudent to disclose. The secretary I was at liberty to make whatevof -uhe navy knew all about it. It er use of the ·nformation I chose.
On the other hand, if he happened
, was :his duty to keep that infor· to
be in a communicative mood
mation to hims~lf. · Many an of· he might tell me something with
ficial in such a oase will beat the injunction to . "keep It under
about the bush, telling half my hat," or that I was not to use
truths or untruths in order to it until a certain time. I never
divert inquiry. He may deny that abused his confidence, and he
there is any such movement, or seemed to feel that he eould rely
that he has any knowledge of it. on my good faith.
He may admit the movement
* * *
but give a false explanation of its
IN THESE CAMPAIGN DAYS
purpose. Mr. Knox says simply when polls are being taken and
that he knows, but won't tell.
guesses made on the number of
votes that will be cast for this or
* * *
I AM REMINDED IN THIS that presidential candidate, it is
connection of Alex McKenzie, rather interesting. to note that
once a power in North Dakota there is no accurate record of
politics. McKenzie was a many- the popular vote cast for any of
sided man, whose methods could the first five presi ents of the
be devious or frank, depending nation, Washington, ohn Adams,
on the circumstances and the Jefferson, Madison nd Monroe.
person with whom he was in The popular vote fo John Quincontact. I got to know him rath- oy Adams is given 'a 108,740.

-

.

OF COURSE THE PEOPL~

did not then, and do not now vot
directly for president. They vote
for electors who, it was intende
originally, were to exercise thei
own judgment and select the per
son whom they deemed best fitted for the office ·of president.
Actually that independent judgment has never been exercised by
the electors, nor is it now' expected to be exercised.

*

* *

IN A FEW INSTANCES THE

presidential vote of a state has
been split. That was done in
North Dakota in 1892. There were
in the field three sets of electors,
Republican, Democratic and Populist. Enought of the voters split
their votes among those candidates to elect the high man on
each ticket, so that the vote of
North Dakota canceled itself by
being cast, one electoral vote for
Harrison, one for Cleveland and
one for Weaver.
·

* * *

THE MANNER IN WRICH
the North Dakota ballot is now

prepared tends to prevent that
sort of confusion and the names
of the electoral , candidates at the
head of each ticket are bracketed
with the name of the party's presidential candidate and but one J
space is provided for a cross in ,
that section.

* * *

ON TUESDAY, THEREFORE,
while the voter will technically be

voting for four candidates for
positions as presidential electors,
he will in intent, and practically
in form, be voting directly for
Willkie or Roosevelt. It would be
safe to say that not one voter in
a thousand could tell who are the
electoral candidates of his own
party. Nor does he need to ea.re.

I INTEND TO V()TE AGAIN·
st Roosevelt on Tuesday, for the
following reasons, among others:
, · Because, having . been elected
. on a platform of
economy and retrenchment, h e
h as conducted .
his administra, tion in complete
disregard of the
'promises which
; he had made and
.:the obligations
-which he had
yoluntarily assumed.
Because he is
committed to the
Davies
.false philosophy that prosperity
·can be achieved by the indiscrim'inate spending of money.
· Because ·: he has fostered class
.antagonisms wp.ich have reacted
,- injuriously on the social and ecohomic structure of the nation.
Because ~e has sought to establish the federal government as
the dictator of the agricultural
and industrial activities and the
social relations of the people.
Because he has promoted policies of taxation and expenditure
which tend to stifle every branch
of industry and which have b~en
so variable and uncertain as to
discourage legitimate investment
and beneficent enterprise.
Because under the guise of
emergency requirements h& has
striven for the· concentration of
. more and more power in his own
harids and has never relinquished any ,of the extraordinary powers that have been granted him.
Because he :h.as shown contemptuous disregard for wise
' constitutional restrictions and
limitations and has sought to
make even the supreme court the
pliant instrument of his own ~ill.
Because he ha1 sought to dietate .. to rather than co-operate'
with congress and has waged .bitter. and personal warfare against
even th<>!Je members of congress
. of hie · own party who have re· fused to obey hii orders.
: · Because, with c-h aotic world

conditions demanding an inter- thinking of t e plain people, denational attitude and a domestic pendent fo
advancement on
defense policy based on wisdom, neither 'rnh ited wealth .nor gJit.
consistency and _steadiness, he tering social position, . making .his /
has been vacillating and erratic way to p sitions of honor and
in his attitude toward events dignity by the force of his own ·
abroad and spasmodic in his character and the qualities of
dealing with the great problem his own manhood.
of national ·defense.
Because he has come to know
Because he has denied to Am. .the Americ<l;n people through in·erican citizens the right to their timate contact with them in all
own convictions and has heaped their varied activities, and to
denunciation and ridicule on understand them and their needs
those who have questioned the with an understanding impossible
wisdom of any of his policies.
without thaf intimate contact.
Because he has been and is an
Bec·ause· his career has been
inefficient executive in that · he ·marked by vigorous defense of
insists on retaining in ;h is own the rights of the individual
hands administrative authority against tyranny, whether th~
which ought to be given to com- tyranny of the oppressive empetent men with instructions to ployer, the military martinet or
go ahead and get their jobs done. the government official.
Because after more than seven
Because he has ability which
years .of his administ~ation, un- has commanded · the respect and
employment, has not been reduc- confidence of men of large afed, public indebtedneS'S has been fairs who entrusted to him the
doubled, deficit .is being piled on management of interests second
deficit,· and .such increased · activ- in importance only to those of
ity ·as industry experiences is due the nation itself.
.
to the requirements of the deBecause in the management of 1
fense program, which, in the na-. ·the interests committed to his
ture of things, cannot be perm- care he has shown him.self to be
anent.
a great executive, with the qualiBecause belief in his own in- ties supremely needed just now
dispensa.bility has so governed in the management' of the nahim that he has trampled under tion's affairs.
foot the ·honored tradition of roBe_cause he has given evidence
tation in office which is one of in written articles and platfor
the pest safeguards that a de- addresses of an understanding o
mocracy has against the en- problems of taxation, public ex
croac}:lments of dictatorship.
penditure and the relations o
Because his , election at this employer and employe such as fi
time 'Yill mean ,th~ definite com~ him · well for the office of presi
mitment of the American people dent.
to a way of life and 'a form of
Because he has the clearnes
government foreign -to their tra- of vision to see and the courag
ditions-· and in disregard · of the to .d eclare that the way back t
lessons of ;experien~e learned in prosperity is not the apP,arently;
150 years of national existence. easy way of dependence on gov
* * *
ernment, but the ro,u gh an
I INTEND TO VOTE FOR sometimes painful path of in
Willkie , for the following rea- dustry, thrift, and sacdfice.
sons, among .others:
. · Because he is the_chosen can
Because I recognize in him the' .didate, riot of a clique 'or a ma
typical product of the finest chine, but chosen rather by th
quality of American life, born in- people, who recognized in him
to an environment of homely the outstanding representative o
life, participating through his American self-reliance and true
youth in the living and the :American idealism.
}
1

SOMEWHERE DICKENS DE· date," and Mr. Roosevelt couldn't friends in this country. Those let-

scribes a curious tendency of
\ London waterside characters to
· avoid mentioning names when
called to testify in court. The
person to whom
r e f e r e n c e is
made is identified by his dress,
his o c c u pation
and in some other ways, but
there seems to
be reluctance almost amounting
to superstition ·
to direct mention of the person's name. The
witness seems to
f feel that by mentioning n a m e s
Davies
he is in some .
way committing himself. Thus in
. one passage Dickens describes
the behavior of a reluctant witness who was testifying concerning a person whom he knew and
whom everybody in court knew,
· but to whom the witness referred always in evasive and indi..
rect terms without mentionin·g
his name. When asked who did a
certain thing he replied "Him as I
mentioned," instead of saying
simply that it was Bill Jones.
Doubtless Dickens had noted that
pecularity while serving as a
court reporter.
1

I

remember the name of his a versary and had to resort to descriptive terms when speaking a out
him. Seems to me that i:f I were
running for office and wished to
say anything about my opponent
I would come right out and name
him. Otheiwise people might
think I was talking about somebody else.

*

*

*

IN A LUNCHEON ADDRESS
in New York the other day Andre
Maurios, famous French author,
told of a remark made to him by
Queen Elizabeth of Great Britain
when he called on her some
months ago. The Germans had entered Paris. French resistance
had collapsed, and the future
looked dark for France. The
queen expressed profound sympathy for the French people in
their suffering, and added "You
have lost everything, M. Maurios,
but don't you think that when
one has "lost everything" there is
still a great deal left?"
IN

* * *
THAT ADDRESS

MAURI-

os said that though Franch
should lose all her material possessions, the spirit that animates
her people can never die. "If her
books were reduced to ashes," he
said, "and her cathedrals to dust,
she would survive safely in the
hearts and memories of faithful
men and women."
*
*
*
Reading that . one recalls the
I WAS R;EMINDED OF THIS
magnificent
tribute paid to Athodd tendency during the camens
by
Ma
ulay.
paign which was just closed. The
two presidential candidates re* * *
frained studiwisly from mentionDURING THE PAST FEW
ing each othef' by name. Mr. Will- months [ have read many letters
kie always referred to his oppo- written by people in Great Britnent as the "third term candi- ain, not to me, but to personal

ters vary in tone with the llersonalities of their writers. All refer to the war, and all describe
in greater or less detail the experiences through which the
British people are passing in
these trying days. Running
through them all is the spirit of
courage, the determination to
carry on, no matter what sufferings must be endured or what
sacrifices must be made. There is
complete absence of boastfulness,
but there is quiet, firm confidence in ultimate victory. There
are expressions of anger against
Hitler, and often ridicule is heap· ,·
ed upon him. But in no single instance that has come to my at- .
tention has there been an expression of anger toward the German
people. And those were letters to
intimate friends, such letters as
those in which people express
themselves freely, frankly and
honestly.

* *

*
IT HAS BEEN FIGURED
OUT
that in a city like New York the
safest place during an air raid
would be on one of the floors
about half-way up a skyscraper.
A bomb doesn't drop straight
down. It carries in part the forward movement of the plane 1
from which it is discharged, so
that its cou se is somewhat
oblique. Unless it strikes the top
of one building it is likely to
reach the ground near the base of
the next. That makes either the
top or the bottom of a tall build·
ing hazardous. But either the1
upper ·or the lower floors may be
badly damaged without doing
much damage to th~ middle ones.
Anyway, that's how they have it
figured out.

l

p RE S ID E N T ROOSEVELT each line being completely allit- were to be .made, it wouldn't
uses words skillfully, though not erative. That, of course, is a have taken weeks or months to
always correctly. In one of his_ jingle and not a real poem, but do the job. Plans and specificarecent addresses he accented the its composition was quite a stunt. tions would have been prepared
word "decadent" on the first syl- In real poetry we have the plo~- in advance, the contract would
Iable and proman plodding hi's weary way m
nounced "status"
Gray's Elegy, Poe's rare and ra- have been let, the contractor
with the short
diant maiden, Byron's lines, "Far would have had his panels, glass"a" s ·o uJ} d. I
along, from peak to peak, the work and all the rest of it made
looked up: both
rattling crags along, leaps .t~e to measure and ready to put in
words and found
live thunder." And N. P. Willis place. Meanwhile the old revolvt h a t Roosevelt
alliterated quite effectively when ing door would have continued to
and Webster do
he wrote "The vulture at his vi- revolve as usual. Then, when evnot agree. Then
tals and the links of the lame · erything was ready, the entrance
at
Madi s on
Lemnian festering in his flesh." I would have been barred, the old
Square Garden
*
work would have been taken out
Mr.
Roosevelt,
MRS. A. W. OBERT, 2610 and the new put in and the whole
referring to a
University avenue, sends the fol- job would have been finished in
trio of Republilowing lines copied by an Edin- a few days instead of dragging
cans, spoke of "a
burgh lady from ~ 500-year-old along for ·weeks. But this is a
perfectly beautitomb at Churchsampsie, Essex, government job, and that makes
ful alliteration- England:_
.
.
a difference. Not that I care parCongress m en
Davies
When pictures look allve with ticularly, for I don't use that entMarton, Barton and Fish." An
movements free,
ranee much, anyway.
eastern critic has called attention When ship~ like fishes swim be* * *
to the fact that the combination
low the sea,
GREAT BRITAIN IS NOT
quoted is not alliteration, which When men outstripping birds confining its war-making to Hitit isn't.
can scan the sky,
ler. The British minister of agri* * *
Then half the world deep drench- culture has declared war on the
THAT COMBINATION HAS A
ed in blood shall be.
. gray squirrel. That apparently
lilting sound, something like EuThat reads like a Mother Ship- harmless little anirl1al is charged
gene Field's "Wynken, ~lynken ton prophecy.
with the crimes of destroying
and Nod, and there may be a
* * *
young birds and bird eggs, eating
name for it. The combination
FOR I DON'T KNOW HOW the green shoots of trees and
"Kelly, and Hague and Flynn" many weeks the south entrance fruit tree buds, and destroying
has quite a lilt to it, also, but it to the postoffice has been bar- many ground crops. With Engwouldn't be alliteration, either. red. Long ago the contract was land's growing need for food,
Alliteration, which of course, is awarded to somebody to remove losses of farm products by any
·the use of consecutive words be- the revolving door and install a means affects her economic secginning with the same letters, or vestibule similar· to that at the urity. I am wondering if the
preferably with the same sounds, west entrance. I stepped over the English gray squirrel is the same
has been used effectively by some other day to take a look and see as our familiar gray squi rel.
of the world's best wtjters.
how the work was progressing. Our common red squirrel is a deI found that the revolving door structive little beast, playing
ONE NOTEWORTHY EXAM- had been removed, and with it the havoc with young birds and eggs
ple is the alliterative poem which casings and so forth by which it when it can reach them. One oftI remember having used in this had been attached to the wall. en sees parent birds driving a red
· column, beginning, "An Austri- Just that, an~ nothing more.
squirrel from their neighborhood.
an army, awfully arrayed," which
* *
But I didn't know that the gray
consists of '26 lines, the lines beIT OCCURRED TO ME THAT squirrel was addicted to such de~ ginning with the letters "a" to if that had been a private busi- structive practices. Perhaps it,
"z" in order, and all the words in ness building and such changes too, is guilty.

* * .

* * *

*

ONE DAY LAST WEEK A struct the eskimo in herding and on farms. But the small shelter
\ shipment of 29 reindeer from otherwise caring for .them. Many · in most general use is the AnderAlaska went east over the Northern Pacific railway en route to
Lake Placid,
New York, where
the animals will
be given a permanent home on
the 4,000-acre estate of a wealt h y physician.
Those deer are
descendants o f
part of the herd
which went
through G r a n d
Forks many
years a g o . on
their way from
Davies
Finland or Siberia to Alaska, being shipped
there by the United States gov-.
ernment. ln his missionary travels in Alaska Dr. Sheldon Jackson had conceived the idea of
bringing reindeer trom Europe
to provide a dependable supply
of food for the natives of that
distant territory. Dr. Jackson
was successful in per~uading the
government of the soundness of
his plan, and enough animals
were collected in .northern Europe to form the basis of a herd.

* *

ON THE TRAIN

*
wmcu
CAR·

ried the reindeer through Grand
Forks were quantities of moss
with which to feed the animals
and a number of Lapp herdsmen
who had been employed to care
for the animals on their journey,
to manage them until they had
become thoroughly accustomed
to their new home, and to in-

· d
f the h erders were accompame
by their wives and hcildren, al)d
during the stay in Grand Forks
the train was visited by hundreds
of local people.
0

*

T HE

*

*

REINDEER

ENTER·

prise proved' successful. The animals multiplied rapidly, so rapidly that in a few years it became
necesary to dispose of some of
them to prevent overstocking. In
addition to those used for food
by the Eskimos many were shipped to the United States to be
sold in meat markets, and in
1929 the Canadian government
obtained from the Alaskan herd
2,300 .animals which, in charge
of native herdsmen, were started on the long trek to the Mackenzie river country, to augment
the food supply of the Canadian
Eskimos. That great drive occu~
pied three years, and . in spite
of some mishaps, the herd increased greatly on the journey.
Now Alaskan reindeer are being
shipped east to adorn the estate
of a New York physician.

*

* *

STUDIES ARE BEING MADE

by American officials of air-raid
shelters in Great Britain, not
that anyone is expectfog raids to
be made immediately, but just in
case. The shelters in use in Great
Britain are of many types, as
might be expected. London's deep
subways are used to shelter many
thousands. Where the terrain is
suitable caves are dug in hillsides. Shelters similar to many
of our potato cellars are built

son shelter, named for the formminister for home defense under whose authority such shelters
were built and distributed by the
hundred thousand. The Anderson
shelter is a box of half-inch steel,
large enough to contain four
grown persons, or more at a
pinch. Placed in a back yard or
other convenient place it is covered with earth a foot or more .
thick. It will not withstand a
direct hit, but it affords complete
protection against flying shell
fragments, and it will stand up
under the weight of a moderately
heavy wall which may fall upon
it. It is intended for the immediate use of a family when there is
not time to seek better protection.
Many lives have been saved by
its use.

er

*

DURING

*

THE

*

CAMPAIGN

political statisticians worked out
innumerable plans whereby either of the presidential candidates
could win. With a. certain number
of states safely in the bag it
would be necesary to add only
New York, or Ohio, or perhaps
·Minnesota, to clinch the election.
So many plans were worked out
along these lines, and they were
all so simple and plausible, that
one wonders why both candidates
were not elected. Instead of relying on the statistical tables the
managers of both parties went
along in the old-fashioned, humdrum way of collecting votes.
What is needed is a campaign
manager who knows how to use
a slide rule and a set of lo8Qrithms.

-

LANGDON A FBW DAYS

WB RAMBLED IN MDIOBY

moved from Pennsylvania to

()q..

ago I had a pleasant visit with o· er the familiar old roada and tarlo, largely because ot thelt
sympathy with the British 1n that
J~dge , F'. W. Bleakley, who, J c ecked up on persons_whom we war. They settled ln the forest
believe is the oldest resident of had known and places which we of what afterward became Waterthat city and
knew well. Judge Bleakley re- loo county,, and -when the time
w h om I h a d
_ members well many of the prin- came to name their county seat
never met becipal Canadian politicai figures· of they called it Berlin because of.
·fore, althouah 1
those early days, because. his sentiment which had clung Ince
had visited Langband was often engaged to play the .migration of their forebears
on
ever a 1
at their meetings. In that way from Germany. There they built
time • Fi ft .
he ·came to know, at least by up prosperous cornmunities, and.
eight years a,o
sight, Sir John A. Macdonald, their thrift and industry made
Mr. B 1 e a k 1 e y
Sir Charles Tupper, Oliver Mo- their county one of the most prose am e
from
watt, A. ·S. Hardy and many perou in Ontario. When the
southern Ontario
others who helped to shape the World war care th name of the
to Manitoba and
public affairs ot Canada. Se was city was chal\ied, something
a·few yeal'I later
born a Tory, and remained firm which. Mr. Hauek thinks was alh e pi o ye d to
in that faith during his residence togEQher unnecessary, for the
Lan don, where
in Canada, but he blew his horn people were Canadians against
he has I iv e d
as lustily for one party as for whose loyalty no aspersions had
ever since. For
the other.
ever bt!en cast.
elgtyear1he
·
* * *
* * *
sefflted as county judge of cava•
YOUNG BLJIAKLBY WAS
FROM ANDY WILSO~, DE·
lief county. Fo many years he not only a cometlst; he -was a puty tr,easurer of Cavalier coun. has been engaged in the ab tract cricketer. The young men of ty, I got a bit ot information
business; and notwithstanding his Norwich and vicinity organized which he . doesn't vouch, but
age, he 1tlll goes to hi office a cricket team which played all which he says was current in
every day and take care ot such over that section of the coun· Goderich, Ontario, his native
work as comes his wa,y.
try, ahd one after another Nor- town, when he lived there. Gode* * *
wlch cleaned up on all the other rich, coupty seat of Huron coun-.
JUDGE BLEAKLEY lAND , teams. in the district except one. ty, is built like a wheel. The
The town of Paris, a beautiful courthquse is the hub, and ttie
' quickly :found a common ground little place in a deep \ralley about spokes are represented by streets
of interest, for in hia boyhooq ten miles from Brantford, lad a radiating in evecy direction :from
he lived at Norwich, i:n Oxford cricket team which Norwich the center. Other streets run in
county, while my .home was in couldn't beat. The reason, says concentric circles to the city
Brantford, ln the adjoiniµg coun- Judge Bleakley, ·was that Paris limits. Inevitable the stranger
ty. It Seell)S that we DaITOWlY was inhabited by a lot English- will lose himself in Goderich be+
escaped a personal meeting som~ men who were born cricketer•. fore he has gone many bl~cks.
time about 1876. Brantford had and other plaY:Fs couldn't do When that happens all he needs
reached a population of 10,000. anything with tftem.
to do fs go to the nearest corhad organized under the city
.
* * *
n&r, look up or down the straight
charter, and had armnged a
ANOi1HBB OLD RESIDENT street, and in one direction or the
mammoth celebration. The big of · Langdon whom I met was other he will see the couMhouse.
parade was headed by the 39th A. (Tony) Hauck. Mr. Hauck Then he goes to . the courthouse
. battalion band, in which young came from Kitchener, Ontario, and starts over again.'
Bleakley played cornet. I was only a short distance from Brant* * ,*
living in the country at that ford. Kitchener is a thtiving
MB. WILSON SAYS THERE
time, but came into- town to see manufacturing ·city, county seat is a legend that when the town
· the alghts. With -several other of Waterloo county. Until the was to be platted . the en1lueer
youngsters I kept pace with the· former World ·w ar was Berlin.
charge slipped and fen. landparade all over town. Therefore, but as a gesture of loyalty the lng with one hand outspread In 1
I suppose, there were times when name was changed. to Kitchener. the mud. Noticing the imprint I
I marched parallel · with young Back of .that is some interesting which his hand had left he deBleakley, envying him his uni· history.
cl~red
t the plat should fol·
form and his shiny horn, to meet
low tha design. Adding . a few
lWn and excbange rem1111scences
more th mbs and fingers he proith him after 65 or '70 ~a.rs.
duced t plat o:l God~rich.

of

I

DURING THE PAST SUMMER ~rom welis of varyinj depth. In- ence ana drainage area, prompted

the Great Northern has been replacing the original rails on several of its branch lines with
heavier steel. The old rails were
::>f 56-pound steel,
or lighter. The
new ones weigh
77 pounds, or so
I have been told.
Many of · those
old rails were
laid a b o u t 60
years ago. An interesting t h i n g
about the exchange is that
according to my
information, the
old rails cost $18
per ton, and after having used
thein some 60
years they have now been sold
for $22 a ton.
OUT

*

* *

OF A
SITUATION
which for a time seemed hope-

less, the city of Langdon has developed a water system which
now supplies all its needs, and
which would be ample to carry
the city through at least two
years even if there should be no
replenishll}ent of supply meanwhile. Such a condition has never
yet existed, and there is no reason
to suppose that it ever will.

cui

adequate rainfall
down the
supply available from the wells,
and new wells did not relieve the
situation. So critical did the situation become that it became necessary at times to shut off water
from consumers in order that every drop might be conserved.

* *

AN ARTICLE IN*THE OFFI·

cial bulletin of the North Dakota
Water and Sewage Works conference prepared jointly by Mayor
George M. Price and Ed. J. Franta, editor of the Langdon Republican, thus describes what was
done:

* * *

"LANGDON, AT AN ELEVAtion of 1,600 feet, is situated
about 15 miles west from the top

western edge of the Pembina valley and from that valley edge the
general slope is down toward
Langdon, the town being -situated
inside the fork of two coulee
beds which join to empty their
spring thaw waters into a railroad reservoir a few hundred
yards southwest of the city.

*

* *

"THESE COULEE-BEDS, ENtirely dry at least 11 months of

each year, had always carried water in flood-like proportions during the thaw month. It seemed
practical that one of these beds
could
be deepened and widened at
* * *
DISTANT FROM ANY RIVER almost any point to provide an
from ·which water could be drawn ample reservoir. Several reasons,
Langdon has taken its water such as available land, corveni-

selection of a site in the coulee
along the south edge of the city,
actually just" a block beyond the
south end of main street.

*

*

*

''LOOMING AS A GIGANTIC

task, the excavating was completed in surprisingly good time,
with the excavating extending
about 1,100 feet along the coulee,
widening. it to an average of 240
feet and providing an average 16
foot water depth. The water
drains from fields, sloughs and
road ditches on several thousand
central and eastern Cavalier
county acres, is gathered into the
coulee and enters the reservoir
at the east end ,through three
culverts under the road which ex·
tends main street. At the west
end a rock anq earth dam with
concrete spillway holds back the
32,:375,000 gallons of water."
I

* * *

IN THIS MANNER THE NAT·

ural run-off from a large ,area is
captured and stored. That run-off,
if not concentrated in this manner, would be lost by evaporation
within a few weeks. As it is, it
fills a reservoir whose capacity is
36,500,000 gallons, enough water
to supply the city of Langdon for
two years. Near the reservoir is
a treatment plant which meets
all requirements of public health.
The plant is valued at $30,000,
and most of its cost was financed
by the city itself, about $3,000
worth of labor being supplied by
the WPA.

0~ WEDNESDAY M0:8:NiNG
t was announced that '.rrankn D. RooseYelt had be-en reele~ted presid t of the United
States. To all
intents that is
true, but the
actual
process
oJ. electing a
It r e s i d ent required many
step , several of
which are yet· to
e take:ri. The
votes having
been cast at the
several

cfr.(:umstance$. It
is a matter of common knowledge that many voters who
would not ha\Te voted for R·o os~
velt otherwise did so solely on
the basis of the war emergen~y~
I thin it 1s a fair conclusion
* *·
that their number exceeded · the
3.5 states which gave the abov
EN AMUS G
med _n ine states to Rooseveit
ncU and paper rather than to Willkie.

of current
but for the
Democratic party, no matter
what candida.
represent it. In
the other states the vote WilS
so close that only a · slight
change would have reversed the
result. ·

*

ome figuring

* * *
WITHOUT ANY QUESTION

it was the war situation which
made it po~ible for Mr. Roosevelt to get .himself "drafted0 by
the Democratic convention. And
the f gures seem to indicate
f!ulte clearly that notwithstandw
ing the tremendous advantage
which he had in the solid south,

notwithstanding the persuasive
power of federal patronage,
notwithstanding the pouring out
of gifts froni the federal treas ry, credit for· which · has been
claimed for the administration
by its dtligent workers-not·w1thstanding all these. things, it
required a foteign war to re:
elect Mr. Roosevelt, ·and the result of the -election is in no sens
·an endorsement of the · Ne
Deal.

*

*

'*

IN VIEW OF PRESIDENT
Roosevelt's temperamen\, as ex·
hibited throtigh the past seven
years, it is probably too much
to expect that even in the face
of the critical conditions which
exist he will cease his practice
of making .a bogey of business

A FEW DAYS AGO THE HAS· in his column. Mrs. Dyer

kin department on this page, being asked to enumerate the Lat·
in races of Europe, listed the
Italians, French,
Spanish, Portu·
g u e s e, Grisons
:1 n d Rumanians.
Writing from
Park River Mrs.
0. J. Pederson
. m
asks
a t the
is
ea nwt hby
Grisons. I didn't
k now, but on
consulting the
Brit an n i c a
I learned that
the Grisons
the · most easter·
IY Of the swiss
Davies
cantons, a majority of whose inhabitants speak
an ancient Romance language
which they have retajned with
, only slight changes since the
early days of the Roman empire.

is

*

*

*

died
a few days before its publication.
She was the mother of Mrs. H.
A. Wyand, of Crookston~ The
text of the poem follows:
·
* * *

tion of Webster's dictionary which
I have at hand, it is stated in
fine print that this word is frequently accented on the first syllable, especially
in England.
Don't you think that possibly the
A MOTHER OF AN UNKNOWN. presidenf s use of this accent
Was it my ·boy with glory has some relijtion to his all aiq
crowned,
to England policy?" ·
Brought back from oe'r the
~ * * *
sea
THAT MAY BE THE EXPLANtion.
I wouldn't know. That refTo slumber in this hallowed
ground
erence to the president's pronunTill Time no more shall be?
ciation occurs in a paragraph
commenting on Mr. Roosevelt's
Was my boy upon whose 'bier
mis-application of the word
The tribute badges lay,
"alliteration." A resident of the
Placed there (as pledge. of faith Fifth ward in Grand Forks was
sincere)
struck at election time by a comBy nations far away?
bination of names which is not
alliterative, but which, it seems,
ought to have some term to de_W as it1:r boy _brought home at scribe it. He voted for Willkie,
Lemke and Selke. Professor SelTo fill the honored grave,
ke was elected alderman in the
Among the great ones of the Fifth ward to fill a vacancy.
past,
*
*
The heroe$ true and brave?

A CARD IS JUST RECEIVED

TWO

*

YEARS

AGO,

WHEN

from Harry K. Geist, who, with It is not for this one alone
the contest for overnor was beMrs. Geist, is visiting in LancasA mig~ty nation grieves;
tween Moses and Hagen, a worn·
ter county, Pennsylvania. With But for the unknown and the an .voter, knowing nothing about
Harry's brother Dan, who is counknown
the individuals, voted for Hagan ,
ty superintendent of schools, they
The laurel chaplet weaves.
because of his "Norwegian"
vtsited an American s~hool and
name. After it was all over she
found the people there eager to My boy was of the unknown dead, was shocked to learn that Hagan
know all about North Dakota.
His burial by chance,
is of Irish ancestry,· while Moses
*
I only know my own dear lad
was born in Norway.
MRS. DAVIDSON OF FISHER,
Died on a field in France.
*
Minnesota, sends a clipped article
I HAVE RECEIVED FROM
which gives- the text of a poem .And if it be he still shall rest
several correspondents quotations
in memory of he unknown solWhere Flanders' poppies blow
and bits of verse, some good and
dier written by Mrs. Cassandra Or in that sacred tomti-'tis best! some not so good, bearing on the
P. Dyer, of Hudson, Wisconsin,
That I should never know.
late election contest. Several con·
while arrangements were being
* *
ditions operated against publicamade for completion of the tomb I A
C ORR E SP ON DENT tion of these offerings as they
of the unknown soldier at Ar- writes:
.
..
were received, and as the election
lington. Mrs. Dyer was 92 years
"In a recent issue of your col- · is over they would be quite out
of age when she wrote the po- umn I notice ~ou call attention of date now. Therefore, with
em. She sent , a copy to Kirke to the fact that .President Roose- thanks to those who submitted
Simpson, famous Associated Press velt accented the word decadent them, I must clear the desk of
correspondent, who published it. on uie first syllable. In an edi- them.

*

*

* ·*

*

THE

PERSON

WHO

IS substituted for Napoleon as the of committing an act of violence,

steeped in mysticism and wishes
to reach certain predetermined
conclusions from selected facts
can achieve interesting results by
taking the pro·
phecies of Daniel, the symbolism of the book
of Revelations
and the structure of the pyramids and combining selections
from each in desired p r o p o rtions, much as
the cook combines selected ingredients f r o m
h e r pantry in
the progress of
Davies
her culinary operations. In every age there have
appeared "interpreters of prophecy" who could demonstrate to
their own satisfaction that the
current events of today were
foreseen in detail and predicted
by the sages of centuries agg;

MORE

* * *
THAN A CENTURY

ago there were those who, delving into that ancient lore, were
convinced that the Napoleonic
wars which then convulsed the
world constituted the Armageddon of the Biblical writer, with
Napoleon the arch-representative
of evil who was to be destroyed.
But the frenzy of those years
subsided, Napoleon died a natural
death, and Armageddon was postponed. A century later came
another World war, which, in
turn, was identified as the real
Armageddon, and the .kaiser was

prince of the powers of the air.
But again the guns were silenced,
and the kaiser still lives, watching from his retreat at Doorn the
making of a new Armageddon,
with Hitler defying God and
doomed to destruction.

*

*

*

OF THE DILIGENCE AND

sincerity of those who reach such
conclusions there can be no
doubt. Earnest men have spent
whole lifetimes in microscopic
study of the tangled web of what
they believed to be literal prophecy. They have become letter
perfect in all that pertains to
signs and symbols and have been
able to meet question and objection with apt quotation. Yet they
have lived to see the interpretations of whose accuracy they
were supremely convinced swept
away by the sequence of events.
The world jc;,gs along; Armageddon yet remains to be fought;
and the identity of the Scriptural Beast yet remains unrevealed.

* * *
SHAKESPEARE WROTE

he is really a murderer at heart,
t~ough in his ordinary life the
customs of society prevent him
from committing murder.

*

. WITHOUT

*

~

BEING

A

PSY·

chologist myself I agree with
those psychologists who think
that the Freudian theory is
wrong. The kind of life we Uve
seems rather to result from the
interaction of a multitude of
forces, each tending to hold oth·
ers in check. Present in the consciousness or sub-consciousness
are a multitude of qualities and
emotions, love, hate, fear, courage, greed, generosity, and so
forth, and these, balanced against
each other, tend to keep the · ship
on an even keel. But all are parts.
of character, just as propeller
and rudder are equally parts of
the ship. In the dream some of
those qualities are absent and the
rest are inextricably jumbled,
and ·t he dreamer bears no resemblance to the real person.

*

*

*

HOWEVER "UNUSUAL" THE
OF fall has been, there has been ·

"the stuff that dreams are made
of." So did Sigmund Freud, the
famous student of mental problems who died a year ago. Freud's
death revived discussion of .some
of. the theories which he held
tenaciously, and which were as
vigorously contested by others
engaged in mental research. Out.
standing was Freud's theory that
the dream is the expression of a
real desire which is suppressed
during waking moments by inhibitions due to custom and env.·ronment. Thus, if one dreams

nothing 'irregular or hesitant
about the onset of Winter this
year. Monday morning brought :
us winter, beyond any question.
There is no accounting for the
vagaries of the seasons. Of
course there are the super-wise
ones who have an explanation for
everything, and who can tell how
any season will end by the way it
starts. The fact that their predictions never come true does not
trouble them in the least. The
only thing regular about the
eather is its irregularity.

GOVERNOR MOSES OF
North Dakota says that he prefers the last Thursday in Nolast
vember to the next to the
Thursday as the
date for Thanksgiving, nevertheless he has followed the president's proclamation in designating November 21
as the elate. He
had no choice in
the matter.
N o r t h Dakota
law enumerates
among the
state's p u b Ii c
holidays any day
Davies
designated by the preSident of
the United States as a day of
thanksgiving. Therefore, without
any action by the governor, November 21, having been designated by the president as Thanksgiving day, would automatically be
a public holiday in North Dakota. Designation by the governor of any other day would merely give the state two holidays instead of one, and make confusion
worse confounded.
THOSE

*WHO* HAVE
*

*

*

*

IN• MOST SITUATIONS, IN-

cluding the present one, discussions of that peculiarity in our
election system is merely academic. But there may be times
when the independence of the
elector may be a grave menace.
Its danger has presented itself
in threatening form on at least
two occasions. In 1912 certain
candidates for electors in Washington or Oregon who had been
nominated on the Republican
ticket declared that if elected
they would not vote for Taft.
That would mean that although
the popular vote of the state
might be for Taft, the state's
electors would refuse to carry
out the popular mandate. Just
how the matter was adjusted, or
if it was adjusted at all, I do
not remember, but the issue was
not raised in the electoral college.

*

*

*

IN NORTH DAKOTA IN 1924
AC- certain persons who had been

quainted themselves with constitutional practices are aware that
, although the people have voted,
a president will not be elected
1

until the electors meet at their
respecti e state capitals in December and cast their ballots.
The electors are legally free
agents, not bound by the popular
vote, and they may elect whom
they will.

nominated as candidates for elector on the Republican ticket decl ed that if elected they would
no vote for Coolidge, the Repub-

lican nominee for . president.
There was controversy over that
issue for weeks and preliminary
steps were taken for appeal to
the courts to compel the withdrawal of those electoral candidates from the ticket. The case
never got into court. As I recall
it now, the recalcitrant candidates yielded to pressure applied
from several directions and withdrew, others being appointed later to take their places.

*

*

*

SUPPOSE THAT THE ELEC·

tion of 1924 had been close and
that North Dakota's 5 electoral
votes ( we had 5 votes then)
would have been just enough to
elect either Coolidge or LaFollette. Suppose then that the five ·
Republican electors, elected to
vote for Coolidge, had voted for
LaFollette. They had a constitutional right to do so. But their
doing so would have plunged the
nation into chaos.

*

*

*

THAT DANGER MAY ARISE

in any campaign year. It could
be· avoided by the simple process
of dispensing with electors . altogether and crediting each candi·
date automatically with the electoral vote of' whatever state he
carries. That would cost nothing
and it would avert what may in
some critical situation be a grave
danger.

NO

TWO

STORMS

ARE ditches while their occupants had

alike, and storms differ so great- to fight for their lives against the
ly in duration, violence of wind, bitter cold which enveloped them.
The fury of the storm in the
temperature and precipitation northwest is indicated by ·the fact
that it is next to impossible to that crack trains on all northcompare them
western roads . were hours late,
and to say with
and local trains were not even
certainty that
started from their terminals.
any one was the
*
most severe on
GRAND FORKS AND ITS IMrecord. However,
mediate vicinity escaped with
in area covered,
relatively little inconvenience.
sustained fury,
East, · west and south of us the
traffic demoralisnowfall was heavier and .. the
zation and numwind seems to have kept up its
ber of casualties,
maximum velocity much longer.
the recent storm
Flocks of turkeys and of sheep,
will
take its
caught unawares, suffered greatplace as one of
ly and in these departments there
the most severe
were some severe losses. The
in many years.
greatest difficulty on the highFew storms of
Davies
ways here during the height of
its ch a r act er
the storm was caused by lack of
have covered so great an area. It visibility. With the air filled with
covered the entire United States blinding clouds of snow and dust
east of the Rocky lll:Ountains, it was impossible !or the driver
sweeping over state after state of a car to see a length ahead,
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf and prudence in keeping off the
until it whipped the Atlantic into highways undoubtedly prevented
fury. Its severity was felt also many a crash.
through the inhabited regions of
* * *
Canada, and how much farther
A HISTORIC STORM OF
north is not known.
.many years ago was that of
* * *
Thanksgiving day, 1896. In its exTHE DISTINCTIVE FEATURE tent that storm did not compare
of this storm was the velodty of with that of 1940, but in certain
the wind, which in many places of its aspects it remains unique.
reached 75 miles per hour. In When that storm set in the northfew places was the snowfall west was already covered deep
great enough of itself to cause with loose snow. Heavy snow
trouble, but rain, sleet or even fell during the night and all
: light snow, driven before such a Thanksgiving day, and the high
wind blinded the traveler and left wind not only drove the snow that
him gasping for breath. In such was .falling but lifted that which
a tempest cars became unmanage- lay on the ground until the air
able, drivers were unable to see was filled with a suffocating
what was before them, and in mass of fine flakes in which it
many cases cars left the road and soon b e c a m e impossible to
:became hopelessly stalled in the breathe.

* *

I

IN

THAT

STORM

THERE

were relatively few casualties.
There were no automobiles, and
drivers of .teams were too cautious to venture into. the storm. As
a rule people just remained wher.ever they.were caught and waited
until it was over. Thanksgiving
gatherings which had been expected to last only a .few hours
were prolonged through .the night
and into the next day. Trains
were stalled, but usually near a
station where food and fuel were
available. When it was ·o ver snowdrifts banked the second story
windows along Third street in
Grand Forks arid merchants had
to dig tunnels tq ·g et to thei~
stores. In the country many fine
groves were drifted clear out of
sight and the trees were not seen
again until ·spring.

*

*

*

ON THE · MORNING AFTER

that storm one Polk county farmer living in a two-story house, 1
found that he couldn't get out.
Doors and windows down stairs
were covered with · snow. The
storm doors opened outward and
he couldn't force them open, and
the windows wouldn't budge. He
went to a second-story window,
opened it, walked out on the
drift which almost covered it,
found a broken shovel in the yard
and dug his way to the back door.

* * *

ANOTHER STORM OF UNUS-

ual severity occurred in March,
1892. It started with heavy rain
which turned to snow and the air
became bitterly cold. Because of
the suddenness of its onset that
storm caused great livestock
losses. Anmals were caught in 1I
pastures which became flooded
and many of the poor beasts
were frozen i.n their tracks.

,
DURING

THE

PAST

TWO Whom the Bell Tolls, ·with a

T~RE HAS BEEN OF LATE

weeks or so of enforced retire- grand chorus of laudatory com- a tremendous output of books
ment I have spent part of the ment in which, it appeared, all dealing with malodorous subtime thinking about the state in- the reviewers joined. Nowhere jects, and your modern realist
to which the world has got' itself did I read an unfavorable com- seems to think that unless he
and wondering ment. . Invariably the book was takes all his material from the
what anyone described as -Hemingway's great- depths his work is not "trqe to
can do about it. est, often as one of the greatest life." I grant that it is necessary
FaHing to reach novels ever written, if not the to recognize the existence of
any, satisfactory greatest. Clearly, one would be mud-puddles, and sometimes to
concl u s i o n, I missing something if he didn't do something about them. But in
have spent some read it: I read it, and I didn't like order to do that it isn't necessary
of the· time read- it, either. Since I am so, definite- to stir up all the filth from the
ing. I have read, ly out of step with . tne critics I bottom of the puddle, and smell
for information, must be wrong, b~t I can't help it, and taste it.
for inspiration, it, and, frankly, I don't care.
·
* * I*
or for entertain* * *
HEMINGWAY'S BOOK iS DEment, a little of
I DISLIKE THE . BOOK, NOT scribed, among other things, as a
this and a little because it contains passages sug- tender love story. It is true that'
of that. Among gestive of sensualism and obscen- there runs through it - a story , .
other things I ity, but because of the emphasis which has its tender passages,
have read Ernest . vvhich it places on sensualism and but even in those passages there
Hemingway's obscenity in the life which it pro- is no real distinction made be"For Whoni the Bell Tolls." fesses to depict-that of an illit- tween "love" and animal pas* *
erate Spanish peasantry. That the sion. Again we have, as in so
SEVERAL YEARS AGO I ·author knows his supject I do much that is written, the degr~read Hemingway's "A Farewell not doubt. He has traveled and dation of one of the most sacred
to Arms," when that book was lived among the people with and inspiring of human relafirst published. The book bad whom he seeks to make us ac- tions, a treatment which places
been given good press notices, quainted. He knows much about it scarcely above the level of the
but I · didn't like it-much. I their manner of speech and their barnyard or the brothel.
~thought perhaps that was be- way of thinking. Undoubtedly he
* * *
cause . I ~adn't ·read it carefully found among them much that
FOR THESE AND SEVERAL
enough to get its full flavor, but was crude, · and coarse, and sor- other reasons which I do not
I wasn't sufficiently interested to did. But he has ·adopted the meth- need to · enumerate, I do not like
read it again to see where I had od of the ultra-realist who piles "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
been wrong·. I just let it go, be- sordid fact upon sordid fact, to Whether I like it or not makes
ing reminded of it occasionally the exclusion of everything else no difference to anyone else. I
when I saw · mention of Heming- and then . presents the result as may be a minority of one, devoid
· way being at . work on other representative of the whole. That of the capacity to appreciate real
books, · bull-fighting in Spain and . ind of realism · seems to me to literature, but I shall go my way,
' so forth.
· e a confession of artistic -inca- not trying to force my tastes or
* * *
pacity. The real painter does not · professing to admire that which
TQN CAME ANNOUNCE.. find it necessary to label his, pie-· .is repellent to me. And the criments of the new bool<:, "For t re: "This is a cow."
l-tics may all go jump in the lake.

*

l

It

STYLES CHANGE IN MYS- There can be something quite temporarily on a small island
.t ery stories as well as in most pleasing about a simple m-urder, were wiped out, one by one, nine

by murder and the last . by sui.cide. In that story the writer had
worked harder to develop a fantastic and imposssible plot than
in outlining a solution. That was
the pages of the story, has no at- an extreme case, but writers
tractions for me. · If there are nowadays are seldom satisfied
such details I usually skip them with less then two or three murand get on as quickly as possible· ders to a .s tory. I prefer one at a
with the search' for the murder- time.
er. Nor do I approve of the mur* * *
der accomplished by strange and
POE IS OFTEN DESCRIBED
unusual methods. There are writ- as the originator of the mystery
ers who putmiore efforts into the story, and later writers in that
invention of fantastic methods to field are often held lo be his imcommit the crime than into the itators. Certainly Poe was a good
detection of the cr~minal.
story-teller, but many of his stor* *
ies have something of the artifiTHE RECENT TREND, I RE- cial flavor that characterizes
gret to say, is in the direction of much of his poetry. Poe prided
too many murders. In my opinion himself on his pure logic, and he
one murdttr, properly done, 'is undertook to reduce poetry to
enough for · one story. Of course, what may be termed a mathemathe supply is inexhaustible, but tical basis. The result is usually
every murder added after the brilliant, but lifeless. Poe is at his
first and necessary one weakens best when he forgets logic and
the structure of the story. In the lets himself go untrammeled inbest mystery story the reader is to the realm of beauty.
confused by the very simplicity
* * *
of the facts. Detection in such a
IT IS DIFFICULT TO COMcase becomes a matter of logic. pare satisfactorily any of Poe's
Where th.e facts are needlessly mystery stories ith such a story,
multiplied the basis for reason- for instance, as Collins' "Mooning is destroyed and the reader is stone." Poe's stories are concise
left to blind guess work.
and usually simple, while "The
*
*
Moonstone" is more extended and
THE LIMIT OF THIS TREND has more of the ·hman element.
toward complexity was reached But as a story, "The Moonstone"
*
*
*
IF IT HAD STOPPED THERE in a story published a few years has ,always seemed to me uperit wouldn't have been so bad. ago in which 10 persons living ior to anything that Poe wrote ..

other things. In that form of literature, which some persons say
· is not literature at all, we have
gone from the
simple . to the
c o m p I e x. The
modern mystery
yarn is so loaded with extraneous m a t e r i a I
that it resembles
the ginger bread
architecture ot
years ago, in
which· the decoration was so obtrusive that it
was difficult to
find the house
beneath it. The
old m y s t e r y
Davies
story was fairly simple and compact. It may or may not have
[ dealt with a murder, and in that
· fact alone there has been a
change. In some of the old stories
there were no murders at all. The
plot might revolve about buried
treasure, as in Poe's "Gold Bug,"
or around the disappearance of a
precious jewel, as in Wilkie Collins' "Moonstone," and we were
given all the elements of mystery
and suspense. But the fashion
changed, and homicide became
one of the essential features of
the mystery story.

neatly executed, and with clues
cleverly concealed. The murder
inartistically performed, and with
messy details plastered all over

*

*

COMPARISONS A E OFTEN horse to work. Usu~lly he didn't for assembling, and they requir-

made between · the horse-and·
buggy age · and ·the automobile
age. But such comparisons are
difficult and apt to be misleading because in
one sense there
never was a
horse • and·
buggy age.
There were horses and buggies,
of course, but
. only a few owned them. In the
United
States
today there are
almost as many
automobiles as
there are families. Never was
there such proDavies
portion of buggies. In every industrial center
each factory is .surrounded by
the parked cars of the workmen
,. who use the automobile as the
usual means of transportation to
· and from work and who use it
out of working hours for occasional .errands and family pleasure jaunts. In the former generation nothing of the sort was
known. Whereas now most farmers have their :own cars, the
farm buggy was once the exception rather than the rule.
The well-to-do farmer had his
carr.iage and driving team, but
most of his neighbors traveled
to town or to church in the farm
wagon, or stayed .at home.
Scarcely ever did the city mechanic or clerk drive his own
1

own a horse. He walked to work,
took a street car, or in emergency called a hack. He couldn't af·
ford a horse and buggy. His
grandson feels aggrieved if he
can't own a car.

ed some trimming and fitting before being put together. Sam
was a _good workman, and a fast
one. For assembling each wheel
he received 12 % cents, and his
usual output was 16 wheels a
*
day, which yielded him two dolTHE SIMPLE FACT IS THAT lars, a very good wage for those
the person who has to work for days.
his living is immensely better
.
* * *
off now in his possession of com- , SAM WORKED STEADILY,
forts · and luxuries than his · but . in a rather leisurely fashgrandfather was and the change ion. Once he confided in me that
in transportatio~ is representa- he could double his output if he
tive of change all along the line. chose, and thereby double his
For most people 60 or 70 years income. But he refrained from
ago there was no such thtng· as doing so, and went along quietly
a horse-and-buggy age.
earning his two dollars a day." He
*
feared that if he speeded up the
I RECALL ONE FACTORY boss would think he was making
employe of many years ago, and too much money and would cut
the only one whom I can remem- the price on him, and pre.sently
ber, who drove to and from his he would be working twice as
work. He was a wheelwright em- hard to earn the same two dolployed in a small .factory which lars ..
made, among other things, the
* * *
wheeled horse-rakes which are
IN THE EXPERIENCE OF
commonly used on farms. Sam that one man in a little eastern
lived in the country, about three factory more than 60 years ago
miles out of town. He preferred there was involved a problem
to live there because on his lit- which has since perplexed and
tle bit of land he could keep a confused great corporation manhorse, and he was a lover ·o f hor- agements and their thousands of
ses. He drove a good roadster, . employes, and out of which have
and he drove back and forth, developed some of the bitter lamorning and night, stabling his bor controversies of later years.
horse near the factory during We think sometimes of such
problems as new. But they exthe day.
isted
60 ·years ago. I suppose
* * *
HIS JOB WAS THAT OF AS· they existed in some form in the
sembling the hubs, spokes and early days of trade guilds in Engfelloes of the wheels on which land, and I suppose some of their
the rakes were to be mounted. elements have been present
The parts as they came fo him wherever .work was done by free
were prepared rather roughly ather than slave labor.

*

*

* *

A CORRESPONDENT ASKS
if North Dakota was ever represented in the United States
senate by a Democrat. North Dakota has sent
three Democrats
to the senate,
one elected by
the legislature
and the :other
two appointed
by . a governor.
In each case the
choice of a Democrat was the
result of what
may be called a
political accident
as North Dakota
has always
Davies
"gone Republi~
can" when party
lines were distinctly drawn.
·

*

*

*

ed for the full term of· six years series of experiments that brown
and in 1899 he was succeeded sugar contains certain vitamins
by P. J. Mccumber.
co:pductive to growth which are
*
* *
absent from white sugar. , Plants
IN 1909, JOHN BURKE, A
whose roots were treated with
Democrat, was governor of the
a
solution of white sugar grew
state, having been elected largely by Republican votes following slowly, When brown sugar was
another. party division. A sena- substituted there was an immetorial vacancy was created by diat,e and great increase in
the sudden death of Senator
The
chemist
has
M. N. Johnson, who had recent- growth.
ly been elected by the legislature. banished white sugar from his
Governor Burke appointed to the family table, and the morning
vacanct position F. L. Thompson, cereal is sweetened with brown
a Democrat, who later resigned sugar.
because of ill health. The gov·
* * *
WATER IN SOME OF THE
ernor then appointed "Doc" Purcell, a Democratic war horse, southern counties of North Da..
who finished the term, to be kota is impregnated with fluorin,
succeeded in 1915 by A. · J. I believe that is -the correct term,
and to the present of that eleGronna, a Republican.
ment is · ~ttributed the spotted
*
,
· THOSE WHO LIKE TO KEEP condition found in the teeth of
track of such things may be in- many residents of those areas.
terested in the sequency through That condition has been the
which North Dakota's two sena- cause of some anxiety. Now
torial · seats have been filled. Oc- comes a Minnesota professor
cupants of the seat first filled who finds to his satisfaction
by Sena tor Pierce have been, in that fl uorin really protects teeth
order, Pierce, Hansbrol:lgh, John- from decay, and that the spots
son, Thompson, Purcell, Gronna, which . were considered evidences
Ladd, and Nye, the latter hav- of a dangerous condition are
ing first been appointed by Gov- really evidences of growing imernor Sorlie to fill the vacancy munity to decay. The professor
created by the death · of Senator is now trying to devise methods
Ladd. Occupants of the other to .increase the quantity of ·
senatorial position have been fluorin in water which is defiCasey, Roach, Mccumber and cient in that element.
Frazier, the latter to be succeed* said the
"Everybody dies,"
ed in the next congress by Wilmournful
philosopher..
"Oh, I
liam Lemke.

* *

IN THE FIRST LEGISLA·
tive session after statehood the
· legislature elected two senators,
Gilbert A. Pierce, for the term
expiring in 1891 and Lyman R.
Casey, for the term expiring in
1893. In 1891 Pierce was succeeded by H. C. Hansbrough. In
the session of 1893, when the
term of Senato.r Casey was 1Pout
:to expire, the Republicans controlled both houses by substan..
Ual majorities; but factional dif..
rerences among them resulted in
a split, and a coup engineered by
State Senator Judson LaMoure
of Pambina resulted in the election to the United States senate
* * *
of W. N. Roach of Larimore, a
A COLU1\1BIA CHEMIST HAS
Democrat. Senator Roach serv- convinced himself · by a long

* *

don't know about that/' said
his cheerful friend. "There's a
lot of us who .ain't dead yet."

__

·-...:---~--......._.....,.A FEW WEEKS AGO SOME

friend sent to A. . E. Tatton, in
¥anila, Philippine Islands, a copy
of the Grand Forks Herald. Mr.
; Tatton, a former Grand Forks
r e s i d e n t, was
particularly interested in the
account given in
the paper of the
picnic of Herald
carriers which
had r e c e n t l y
· been held, for in
1892, 1893 and
1894 he was one
of the regular
Herald carriers, .
and in a letter
from him just
received he says
that they didn't
Davies
h a v e carriers'
picnics In those early days.

* * *

HE WRITES THAT HIS
route extended from Hamilton's
grove (now Central park), the
adjacent south end neighborhood,
then on Third, Fourth and Fifth
streets to Dr. Church's residence
in Riverside park. A few old residents will remember Dr. Church
as a veterinarian who became
an enthusiastic Salvation Army
man and served in his later years
as police magistrate. Today's car. rier would regard Tatton's district as one of considerable size,
but at that time Grand Forks had
a population of only 3,000 or 4,0000, and the Herald's enti-re circulation probably did not exceed
1,500.

~
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AT THAT TIME BESIDEN· it has been completely removed

cet, were few and far between. · from its original association arid
The only sidewalks were of wood used promiscuously and inapproand many residence blocks were priately on au sorts of occasions.
without walks of any kind. All One expression that has suffered
over town foot-paths ran diagon- in this way is the familiar one "to
ally across vacant blocks, and the
only street lighting was by gas the hilt." The other day, for inlamps down town and by kero- stance, Bernard Baruch, eminent
sene lamps in the outskirts.
· man of affairs, told members of
*
*
the defense commission that the
y O UN G T A T T ON LEFT people Want the United States to
Grand Forks in 1899, and after arm "t.o the hilt." Everybody
rambling through midwest states knows what Mr. Baruch meant,
from North Dakota to Oklahoma, and everybody knows that his
he served as a private in the estimate of American sentiment
American forces in the Philip- is right. But how is a nation or
pines, where he was discharged an individual to be armed to the
in 1902. He then served as a hilt? · •• To the · hilt of what,
member of the insular civil serv- and with what?
ice, federal civil service and again
*
*
in the army as a warrant officer,
A GOOD DEBATE IS OFTEN
being discharged for disability in said to have proved something to
1926 after 25 years' service. Truly the hilt. That feat would require
a varied career, which must have considerable ingenuity. The ex-.
been crowded with interesting ex- pression is a picturesque figure
periences.
of speech which as originally used
* * *
conveyed a definite idea. My best
MR. TATTON: REVISITED recollection is that it was used
Grand Forks after an absence of by some Texas leader a century
23 years, and he expects to re- ago who declared that in certain
peat the visit next year after an- circumstances there would be
other absence of 20 years. He ex- "war to the knife and the knife
pects to spend some time with to the hilt." No diagram is necesthe family of a cousin, Mrs. Hen- sary to elucidate the meaning or
ry J. Wylie· of Larimore, and he demonstrate the appropriateness
will be accompanied by his young- of that metaphor. But part of the
est daughter who is now in Cali- phrase has been picked up and
fornia. After so many years he made · to do duty in situations
will find few of the companions where it cannot be made to fit.
of those early days.
My reference books contain noth* * *
ing concerning the authorship of
MANY A STRIKING EXPRES· the phrase. Perhaps some reader
sion has proved so popular that can supply the information.

*

*

